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CAMPERS OPERATIONS RESOURCES OPERATIONS

Collector

Forager

Settlement 
pattern

every 6 months winter?
move to lowest 

patch in territoryYes
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No

move to the right by 
30 degrees (at center 
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every month



go back to original 
camp

Autodidact

Conformism

Cultural 
transmission

give prestige to 20% 
of campers

Prestige

at setup

p probability to 
copy traits of all 
campers in same 

camp

every day

every day

copy own traitsevery day
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0-100%

Replenishment 
rate (Rr)

0-0.5

Occupant needs 
(On)

every day

feed occupants R = (n 
occupants *  On *  4)

n patches deplete 
their resources

Rr patches replenish 
their resources


